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Ever Monaco Exhibition & Conference renewable energy and electric vehicles
11th edition International conference

Paris, Washington DC, Monaco, 19.04.2016, 02:44 Time

USPA NEWS - This year the EVER Monaco lounge was a real success, with quality speakers and high-level personalities. Nearly 35
exhibitors were gathered inside and on the forecourt of the Grimaldi Forum and on the Ride and Drive, the space dedicated to the
testing of vehicles with low and very low emissions.

A SPECIAL EDITION HIGHLIGHTED BY NUMEROUS EVENTS AND NEWS--------------------------------------------------The 11 the
edition was punctuated this year by numerous events and news.The EVER Monaco lounge was a real success, with quality speakers
and high-level personalities. Nearly 35 exhibitors were gathered inside and on the forecourt of the Grimaldi Forum and on the Ride and
Drive, the space dedicated to the testing of vehicles with low and very low emissions.
The three days of exposure were punctuated scientific conferences and round tables, but also by several high protests in color, such
as Riviera Electric Challenge "Cagnes For EVER", which met on 6 April more than 30 electric cars in an energy saving competition
between Cagnes sur Mer and Monaco, at the option of a 85km route in the hinterland of Nice. The arrival on the forecourt of the
Grimaldi Forum, was attended by a crowd gathered under the sun. Another highlight, the competition Europe Metha School of Mines,
a network of six engineering schools has at heart to help and support the creation of companies on the theme of "sustainable city" and
who awarded three students for innovative projects.

But EVER Monaco is also a space for presentation and testing many electric two-wheeled bike to the bike, and the revelation of a
future France championship of electric motorcycles, the Racinger City Tour, including ten races will be held in 2017 in the city
center.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Motor sport has also been widely discussed with the Monaco Formula E team Venturi, who had his car but also images of the VBB-3,
an electric vehicle 12 meters long, which will attempt to break a speed record in September next to an American salt lake. Note also
the presence of Pariss, a startup based in the north and very invested in the electric motor sport, which revealed a race car that could
soon see in different championships around the world.

For thrill seekers, the Swiss company had Sygmalion one of the curiosities of the exhibition with its 12 P Grey, a bike capable of
accelerating from 0 to 100 km / h in under seven seconds! This high performance bike is currently being tested in the police service
Monaco, New York and Abu Dhabi. But the highlight of EVER Monaco 2016 will remain the arrival of the Kia operation Electric Paris-
Monaco, who staged a Kia Soul EV, 100% electric, symbolically party Tuesday, April 5 at the Embassy of the Principality of Monaco in
France, happened April 8 in late morning at the Grimaldi Forum in the hands of Mr. Serge Telle, State Minister of the Principality,
having traveled 1200 kilometers on French roads, and participating several events promoting the electric car and the deployment of
rapid charging stations network on the French territory. Note that Kia Motors France, partner of EVER Monaco 2016 also presented
the premiere Niro, the first hybrid Crossover 100%, and the new Optima plug-in hybrid, which goes on sale in September.
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